
Parshat Re’eh
Shabbat Mevarchim

Friday 18th August 2017 
Candle Lighting  5.10pm
Maariv 6.15pm

Shabbat 19th August 2017 
Shacharit  9.00am
Mincha 4.50pm
Maariv 6.06pm

A word from the Rabbi 

“These are the statutes that you shall observe to do in the land...you shall surely 
destroy all the places that the nations have worships their gods there....”
 
Religious tolerance has its limits. Within a monotheistic framework, Judaism promotes 
spiritual expression, even for gentiles- be it Islam, Bahai or Christianity. But regarding 
the polytheistic faiths, Judaism has maintained as stance of staunch intolerance. In 
the land of Israel we take it a step further aggressively pursuing and eradicating any 
semblance of idols.
The term the Torah uses to describe this destruction is תאבד תאבדון, a double verb 
meaning to ‘surely eradicate’.  Rashi explains the duplication saying “From here we see 
that in order to completely uproot Idolatry one has to go to the root of the matter.”
 
Medically speaking it is crucial to distinguish between symptoms and cause. Symptoms 
are the body’s warning signals that alert us to the real underlying cause. If a symptom 
is misdiagnosed as the cause, then treatment can at best only manage the symptom. It 
may, however, lead to the patient’s condition deteriorating. 
 
Emotional health follows a similar model; anti-social behaviours are a symptom of an 
underlying dysfunction. Substance abuse is a symptom of a dysfunctional society, not 
the cause. 
It is dysfunction leads someone to drink; it isn’t the drink that leads to dysfunction.

Substance abuse is a distorted form of self-medication seeking to numb the pain of 
dysfunction. We cannot cure the disease if we only treat the symptom; the alcoholic’s 
problem isn’t the boozes; it’s what drives them to drink.

Similarly a soul thirsting for spiritual connection may have been led to idolatry. The idol 
gave relief to the anguished spirit. 
 
Idolatry is a symptom of spiritual starvation. Destroying the idol isn’t sufficient; it is 
symptom management. Uprooting the problem necessitates nourishing the yearning 
desire for spiritual connection.

Rosh Chodesh Elul Tuesday & Wednesday 22/23 August.

Shabbat shalom 



We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Bar/Bat Mitzvah to:

 Zachary Gordon Rebecca Griesz  Kevin Joffe
 Daniel Kangisser Gregory Lippy  Avigdor Saks
 Yaron Saks  Les Saretzki  Jonathan Wray

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Wedding Anniversary to:

 William and Stephanie Block  Moi and Joyce Gordon
 Warren and Cherrise Levitan

We wish long life to the following Members who commemorate 
Yartzeit this week:

David Glaser   for his father  Reuben Glaser
David Hammerschlag  for his father   Heinz Hammerschlag
Melanie Schapiro   for her father  Morris Isaacman
Cheryl Frank   for her mother  Rose Katzen
Moses and Simcha Levitt  for their son  David Levitt
Jeremy Levitt   for his brother  David Levitt
Lesley Abelsohn   for her father  Claude Reitstein
Lesley Abelsohn   for her mother  Cynthia Reitstein
Jeffrey Glazer   for his sister  Sandy Saks
Barbara Kaplan   for her father  Manuel Salis
Simone Rutovitz and
Helene Shofer   for their grandfather Hertz Segal
Lovelle Israelson   for her nephew  Laurence Shane
Natalie Levitt   for her sister  Michelle Silove
Ingrid Maze   for her mother  Edna Stern
Selwyn Stoch   for his sister  Myrna Stoch
Ivor Trakman   for his mother  Mamie Trakman
Ryan Vinokur   for his father  Abraham Vinokur
Robyn Weinberg   for her mother  Brenda Yodaiken


